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El Coca- Amazon Dolphin Lodge: We go form Quito to El Coca by airplane  
After the arrival you sail through Napo River to Amazon Dolphin Lodge 
and Protector Forest Pañacocha. During the trip we take a brief lunch. 
Upon arriving you will have dinner and then a nocturnal walk through a 
short path to watch insects, night rodents, reptiles, among others, and also 
listen to the fantastic night concert that the rainforest offers.

Pañacocha: After breakfast you start a walk  through forest field and 
observe a great amount of medicinal plants used by the indigenous 
people that live in the surroundings. You will also watch parrots, 
macaws and toucans. During the afternoon the native guides will 
share their knowledge about the most used weapon in the Amazon 
Region, called Bodoquera or Cerbatana. After dinner you will make 
a brief night trip in little boats called piraguas through the waters of 
Pañacocha River.

Pañacocha: The day begins with a trip through Pañacocha Lagoon 
by canoe. The passengers will be delighted with the amazing 
concert that the variety of birds that exist in the forest will show to 
you. Return to the camp for breakfast. Trip in canoe through the 
lagoon and walk through an exclusive path for the observation of 
islets formed by chontillas and anturios, in which the bird colonies 
and their nests are established. Lunch in the forest. In the afternoon 
you will go piranha fishing. Dinner and accommodation.
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Return to Quito: After breakfast you return to Coca City 
to continue the trip to Quito.4  B at
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Monday to Friday / Activities

Inclusions:

3 meals per day (from lunch on day 1 to breakfast on final day)

 All excursions as listed in itinerary

Native naturalist speaking guide - English / Spanish translator guide

Transport to/from Coca and the lodge

Drinkable water

Lodge acommodation

Exclusions:

Transport between Quito and Coca

 Tips/drinks from bar / other personal expenses

Single suppplement (50%)

Personal jungle equipment sucha as rain coat, lantern, hiking shoes (fromn size 44 onwards), 

rubber boots (size 44 upwards)


